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Executive PowerSimon and Schuster
In the aftermath of an Israeli attack on Iranian nuclear facilities, CIA director Irene Kennedy and operative Mitch Kelly are
dispatched to the Middle East to diffuse Iran's sworn retaliation against the United States but are unaware that a
Lebanese terrorist is working with Iran's Supreme Council to sabotage their efforts. 500,000 first printing.
For the first time in eBook from the UK, the box set of three Vince Flynn titles Separation of Power The American
President's position is under threat and Saddam Hussein is close to entering the nuclear arms race. With World War III
looming, Mitch Rapp has two weeks to take out the nukes. Executive Power A leak in the US State Department and an
assassin out for his life. Can Rapp prevent the outbreak of a war? Memorial Day A nuclear strike on Washington planned
for Memorial Day is defused, but Mitch Rapp knows that in the face of a new kind of enemy, nothing is as it seems . . .
PRAISE FOR VINCE FLYNN: 'Sizzles with inside information and CIA secrets.' Dan Brown 'Flynn perfectly measures all
the ingredients for a fast and furious read.' Publishers Weekly 'A cracking, uncompromising yarn that literally takes no
prisoners' The Times Vince Flynn clearly has one eye on Lee Child's action thriller throne with this twist-laden story . . .
instantly gripping' Shortlist
An unprecedented and terrifying bioterrorism plot threatens to kill millions in the midst of a divisive presidential election in
this new thriller from the #1 New York Times bestselling Mitch Rapp series. A toxic presidential election is underway in an
America already badly weakened by internal divisions. While politicians focus entirely on maintaining their own power
and privilege, ISIS kidnaps a brilliant French microbiologist and forces him to begin manufacturing anthrax. Slickly
produced videos chronicling his progress and threatening an imminent attack are posted to the Internet, intensifying the
hysteria gripping the US. ISIS recruits a Mexican drug cartel to smuggle the bioweapon across the border, but it's really
just a diversion. The terrorist organization needs to keep Mitch Rapp and Irene Kennedy distracted long enough to
weaponize a deadly virus that they stumbled upon in Yemen. If they succeed, they'll trigger a pandemic that could rewrite
the world order. Rapp embarks on a mission to infiltrate the Mexican cartels and track down the ISIS leader who he failed
to kill during their last confrontation. But with Washington's political elite increasingly lined up against him, he knows he'll
be on his own. "In the world of black-ops thrillers, Mitch Rapp remains the gold standard" (Booklist, starred review).
#1 New York Times bestselling author Vince Flynn returns with yet another explosive thriller, introducing the young Mitch
Rapp, as he takes on his first assignment. Vince Flynn’s stunning #1 New York Times bestseller introduces the young
Mitch Rapp on his first assignment, a mission of vengeance that made him a CIA superagent. Two decades after the
Cold War, Islamic terrorism is on the rise, and CIA Operations Director Thomas Stansfield forms a new group of
clandestine operatives—men who do not exist—to meet this burgeoning threat abroad, before it reaches America’s shores.
Stansfield’s protégé, Irene Kennedy, finds the ideal candidate in the wake of the Pan Am Lockerbie terrorist attack.
Among the thousands grieving the victims is Mitch Rapp, a gifted college athlete, who wants only one thing: retribution.
Six months of intense training prepare him to devastate the enemy with brutal efficiency, leaving a trail of bodies from
Istanbul and across Europe, to Beirut. But there, the American assassin will need every ounce of skill and cunning to
survive the war-ravaged city and its deadly terrorist factions.
Learning about an imminent terrorist attack, CIA operative Mitch Rapp takes the lead in a daring commando raid into
northern Pakistan, where he obtains information about a planned nuclear attack but suspects that a greater threat has yet
to be uncovered. By the author of Executive Power. Rreprint.
The New York Times bestselling Mitch Rapp series returns with this “fast-paced spy thriller” (People) following the
country’s best assassin as he finds himself in the crossfire of America’s deadliest enemies. Returning from a covert
mission, Mitch Rapp was publicly hailed by the president for his role in the fight against terrorism. After years of working
in the shadows, Rapp was caught in the media spotlight—and marked for death by virtually every terrorist in the world.
Now a CIA advisor, Rapp is ready to battle terror far from the front lines. When a Navy SEAL team in the Philippines is
ambushed, all evidence points to a leak within the US State Department. And a greater threat lurks—a ruthless assassin
working for the most powerful men in the Middle East, who are bent on igniting a world war. With the world watching,
Rapp must hold back the flames of Armageddon.
CIA operative Mitch Rapp follows a trail of contract killers leading directly to the heart of our nation's capital in New York
Times bestselling author Vince Flynn's eighth explosive thriller. It's a gorgeous autumn day in Georgetown. The
Democratic candidates for president and vice president of the United States are dutifully glad-handing voters and the
media outside a grand estate where a national security conference has just been held, bringing together the world's
greatest minds to discuss the issues that are threatening the country. It's American politicking at its best. That's when all
hell breaks loose. When presidential candidate Josh Alexander's motorcade is ambushed by a group of terrorists, the
nation is thrown into turmoil. Two weeks following the attack, Alexander is carried to victory by a sympathy vote, but his
assailants have not been found. On the surface it appears to be the work of al-Qaeda, despite the tremendous job that
the U.S. and her allies have done eliminating terrorist cells within the heart of America. While the FBI and the rest of the
government begin scouring the world for jihadists, CIA director Irene Kennedy and Special Agent Skip McMahon are
presented with classified information so toxic that they consider destroying it altogether, as it contains intelligence
pointing to some of the most powerful players in Washington. Enter Mitch Rapp, the one man reckless enough to follow
the evidence to its explosive conclusion. His journey takes him through the shadowy world of contract killers, into the
darkest corners of the globe, and eventually back to Washington, where the fragile pillars of power are shaken to their
core.
Working his way through a list of hit targets who were responsible for the Pan Am Flight 103 bombing, assassin Mitch Rapp shoots
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a drunken Libyan diplomat in Paris only to discover that he has been set up and that his handlers want him permanently silenced.
CIA superagent Mitch Rapp battles global terrorism in a high-octane follow-up to The New York Times bestselling Separation of
Power - another chillingly authentic adventure from the master of the political thriller. Mitch Rapp's cover has been blown. After
leading a team of commandos deep into Iraq to prevent Saddam Hussein from joining the nuclear arms race, he was publicly
hailed by the president as the single most important person in the fight against terrorism. But after years of working covertly behind
the scenes, Rapp now lives in the glare of the public spotlight, lauded by the nation and an easy target for virtually every terrorist
from Jakarta to London. As special advisor on counterterrorism to CIA director Dr. Irene Kennedy, Rapp is ready to fight the war
on terrorism from CIA headquarters rather than the front line. That is, until a platoon of Navy SEALs, sent to the Philippines to
save an American family kidnapped by radical Islamic terrorists, is caught in a deadly ambush. The mission had been top secret so who told the enemy? All evidence points to the State Department and the Philippine embassy. But a greater threat still lurks. An
unknown assassin working closely with the highest powers in the Middle East is bent on igniting war. Now, with the world watching
his every move, will Rapp be able to overcome this anonymous foe and once again keep the flames of war from raging?
Transporting us into an intriguing geopolitical puzzle full of deadly motives, covert operatives, and all the true-to-life insider detail
we've come to expect from Vince Flynn, Executive Power is a high-flying story that delivers shattering suspense with the velocity
of a 9mm bullet.
THE NEW YORK TIMES NUMBER ONE BESTSELLER Mitch Rapp, the CIA's top counterterrorism operative, is sent on his final
mission, to eliminate a European industrialist who has been selling sensitive equipment to one of terrorism's most notorious
sponsors. But he doesn't know that the ultimate target of this mission is himself. Set up by forces within the US who do not want
the next Director-elect of the CIA to take over, and therefore need a disaster for the present regime, Mitch refuses to die ... the
conspirators have made an awful miscalculation. They have enraged one of the most lethal and efficient killers the CIA has ever
produced. Now they will pay. AMERICAN ASSASSIN, book one in the series, is soon to be a MAJOR MOTION PICTURE starring
Dylan O'Brien (Maze Runner), Taylor Kitsch (True Detective) and Michael Keaton. Praise for the Mitch Rapp series 'Sizzles with
inside information and CIA secrets' Dan Brown 'A cracking, uncompromising yarn that literally takes no prisoners' The Times
'Vince Flynn clearly has one eye on Lee Child's action thriller throne with this twist-laden story. . . instantly gripping' Shortlist
'Action-packed, in-your-face, adrenalin-pumped super-hero macho escapist fiction that does exactly what it says on the label' Irish
Independent
After his team member, Mike Nash, witnesses a terror attack in Washington, D.C., CIA superagent Mitch Rapp must pursue the al
Qaeda terrorists responsible as he fights a covert war that can never be discussed, even with the government's own political
leaders.
In this special collectors’ edition, relive the action in Vince Flynn's #1 New York Tmes bestselling political thrillers: Term Limits,
Transfer of Power, and The Third Option. Term Limits In one bloody night, three of Washington’s most powerful politicians are
executed with surgical precision. Their assassins then deliver a shocking ultimatum: set aside partisan politics and restore power
to the people. A joint FBI-CIA task force reveals the killers are elite military commandos. Only Michael O'Rourke, a former U.S.
Marine and freshman congressman, holds a clue to the violence: a haunting incident in his own past with explosive implications for
his country's future. Transfer of Power On a busy Washington morning, the stately calm of the White House is shattered as
terrorists gain control of the executive mansion, slaughtering dozens of people, taking hundreds hostage, and threatening the life
of the president. One man is sent in to take control of the crisis. Mitch Rapp, the CIA's top counterterrorism operative, makes a
chilling discovery that could rock Washington to its core: someone within his own government wants his rescue attempt to fail. The
Third Option CIA counterterrorism operative Mitch Rapp falls prey to government forces with an agenda of their own after Dr. Irene
Kennedy is named the successor to dying CIA Director Thomas Stansfield -- a choice that enrages many inside the world's most
powerful intelligence agency. Her detractors will resort to extreme measures to prevent her from taking the reins, which makes
Rapp an expendable asset. But Mitch Rapp is no one's pawn, and he will stop at nothing to find out who has set him up.
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With CIA director Thomas Stansfield dead, his protege, Dr. Irene Kennedy, is poised to take over the reins of the agency, while
CIA operative Mitch Rapp heads to the Middle East to try to stop the chaos that could ignite World War III.
Everything you need to know about Vince Flynn's #1 New York Times bestselling Mitch Rapp series! Hailed as “the king of highconcept political intrigue” (Dan Brown, #1 New York Times bestselling author of The Da Vinci Code), Vince Flynn’s covert agent
Mitch Rapp took the world by storm in his bestselling series, fighting terrorism and treason both at home and abroad, and
captivating the minds of readers all across the world. This comprehensive compilation of characters is the ultimate guidebook to
the thrilling and dangerous world of Mitch Rapp. Featuring summaries, memorable quotes, and other fascinating trivia, The Vince
Flynn Encyclopedia will tell you everything you need to know about all the characters you love, and the ones you love to hate.

#1 New York Times bestselling author of American Assassin—soon to be a major motion picture Vince Flynn’s intensely
suspenseful #1 New York Times bestseller puts the young, hungry, and lethal superagent of American Assassin in the
crosshairs even as he kills with impunity. In the year since the CIA trained and then unleashed him, Mitch Rapp has
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dismantled, kill by untraceable kill, the network of monsters behind the Pan Am Lockerbie terrorist attack. The hunt leads
to Paris, where a deadly trap is sprung as the bullet leaves Rapp’s silenced pistol—followed by the discovery of nine
bodies, including Libya’s oil minister, in one of the city’s finest hotels. Washington wants no part of the international
crisis, and Rapp is deemed a liability by Stan Hurley, one of his handlers. But as he slips outside their control to operate
on his own, it will soon become clear that nothing is more dangerous than a wounded and cornered Mitch Rapp.
In a newest addition to the saga of CIA superagent Mitch Rapp, fearless Americans must risk their lives for their country's
security, fighting a covert war that can never be discussed, even with their own political leaders, in a new thriller from the
best-selling author of Protect and Defend.
Three of Washington's most powerful and least scrupulous politicians are executed with surgical precision by a team of
military commandos demanding that the government restore power to the people, and only one congressman can stop
them.
In this special collectors’ edition, relive the action in Vince Flynn's #1 New York Tmes bestselling political thrillers:
Extreme Measures, Pursuit of Honor, and American Assassin. Extreme Measures In the secretive world where fearless
men and women wage a daily covert war, the CIA has intercepted two terrorist cells--but a third, led by a dangerous
mastermind, is feared to be on the loose. Counterterrorist agent Mitch Rapp joins forces with a warrior as dedicated--and
lethal--as they come: ex-Marine and elite operative Mike Nash. Both Rapp and Nash have stared down the jihadist
culture of death. Both have saved thousands of lives without accolades or acknowledgment of their personal sacrifices.
But the political winds have changed on Capitol Hill, and certain leaders want Mitch Rapp put back on a short leash. And
when a nightmare scenario descends on Washington, D.C., Rapp and Nash will follow new rules of engagement: their
own. Pursuit of Honor When Washington, D.C.'s National Counterterrorism Center is struck by a series of devastating
explosions, the results are catastrophic--185 killed, including public officials and CIA employees. Such an act of extreme
violence calls for extreme measures--and elite counterterrorism operative Mitch Rapp, joining forces with trusted team
member Mike Nash, finds himself in the frustrating position of having to illustrate the realities of national security to
government officials up in arms over the agents who rushed in to save countless American lives. Meanwhile, with three al
Qaeda terrorists still at large and Nash traumatized by the horrors he witnessed during the attack, Rapp must help his
friend while threading his way through the naysayers on Capitol Hill--and silently, swiftly, do what he must for the sake of
his country and the pursuit of honor. American Assassin Before he was considered a CIA superagent, before he was
thought of as a terrorist’s worst nightmare, and before he was both loathed and admired by the politicians on Capitol Hill,
Mitch Rapp was a gifted college athlete without a care in the world . . . and then tragedy struck. Two-hundred and
seventy souls perished that cold December night of the Pan Am Lockerbie terrorist attack, and thousands of family and
friends were left searching for comfort. Mitch Rapp was one of them, but he was not interested in comfort. He wanted
retribution.
THE #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER FROM VINCE FLYNN THE POLITICAL THRILLER OF OUR TIME In the
secretive world where fearless men and women wage a daily covert war, the CIA has intercepted two terrorist cells—but a
third, led by a dangerous mastermind, is feared to be on the loose. Counterterrorist agent Mitch Rapp joins forces with a
warrior as dedicated—and lethal—as they come: ex-Marine and elite operative Mike Nash. Both Rapp and Nash have
stared down the jihadist culture of death. Both have saved thousands of lives without accolades or acknowledgment of
their personal sacrifices. But the political winds have changed on Capitol Hill, and certain leaders want Mitch Rapp put
back on a short leash. And when a nightmare scenario descends on Washington, D.C., Rapp and Nash will follow new
rules of engagement: their own.
THE NEW YORK TIMES NUMBER ONE BESTSELLER With Mitch Rapp away on assignment in Pakistan, CIA Director
Irene Kennedy turns to his protege, Mike Nash. Nash has served his government honourably for sixteen years, first as an
officer in the Marine Corps, then as an operative in an elite counterterrorism team run by Mitch Rapp, never wavering in
his fight against the jihads and their culture of death. Fighting the War on Terror in secret, he has been forced to lie to
everyone he cares about, including his wife and children. He has soldiered on secure in the knowledge that his hard work
and lethal tactics have saved the lives of thousands. But the one thing he never saw coming was that his own
government was about to turn on him. AMERICAN ASSASSIN, book one in the series, is soon to be a MAJOR MOTION
PICTURE starring Dylan O'Brien (Maze Runner), Taylor Kitsch (True Detective) and Michael Keaton. Praise for the Mitch
Rapp series 'Sizzles with inside information and CIA secrets' Dan Brown 'A cracking, uncompromising yarn that literally
takes no prisoners' The Times 'Vince Flynn clearly has one eye on Lee Child's action thriller throne with this twist-laden
story. . . instantly gripping' Shortlist 'Action-packed, in-your-face, adrenalin-pumped super-hero macho escapist fiction
that does exactly what it says on the label' Irish Independent 'Mitch Rapp is a great character who always leaves the bad
guys either very sorry for themselves or very dead' Guardian
#1 New York Times bestselling author Vince Flynn introduces the young Mitch Ra pp on his first assignment, a mission of
vengeance that made him a CIA superagent.Two decades after the Cold War, Islamic terrorism is on the rise, and CIA
Operations Director Thomas Stansfield forms a new group of clandestine operatives—men who do not exist—to meet this
burgeoning threat abroad before it reaches America’s shores. Stansfield’s protégée, Irene Kennedy, finds the ideal
candidate in the wake of the Pan Am Lockerbie terrorist attack. Among the thousands grieving the victims is Mitch Rapp,
a gifted college athlete, who wants only one thing: retribution. Six months of intense training prepare him to devastate the
enemy with brutal efficiency, leaving a trail of bodies from Istanbul and across Europe, to Beirut. But there, the American
assassin will need every ounce of skill and cunning to survive the war-ravaged city and its deadly terrorist factions.
On a busy Washington morning, amid the shuffle of tourists and the brisk rush of government officials, the stately calm of
the White House is shattered in a hail of gunfire. A group of terrorists has descended on the Executive Mansion, and
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gained access by means of a violent massacre that has left dozens of innocent bystanders murdered. The president is
evacuated to his underground bunker - but not before almost one hundred hostages are taken. While the politicians and
the military leaders argue over how to negotiate with the terrorists, one man is sent to break through the barrage of
panicked responses and political agendas surrounding the crisis. Mitch Rapp, the CIA's top counterterrorism agent,
makes his way into the White House and soon discovers that the president is not as safe as Washington's power elite
had thought. And, in a race against time, he makes a chilling discovery that could determine the fate of America - and
realizes that the terrorist attack is only the beginning of a master scheme to undermine an entire nation. Look out for the
new Vince Flynn novel, The Survivor, published in autumn 2015!
After retaking the White House following a terrorist attack on the president, CIA counter-terrorism expert Mitch Rapp is
sent on a mission to stop a noted German industrialist selling sensitive materials to a terrorist sponsor, unaware that he is
being set up by powerful forces in Washington who will do anything to see him fail. Reprint.
An unprecedented and terrifying bioterrorism plot threatens to kill millions in the midst of a divisive presidential election in
this “gut punch of a tale that exploits our greatest fears” (The Providence Journal) from the #1 New York Times
bestselling Mitch Rapp series. A toxic presidential election is underway in an America already badly weakened by internal
divisions. While politicians focus entirely on maintaining their own power, ISIS kidnaps a brilliant French microbiologist
and forces him to begin manufacturing anthrax. Slickly produced videos chronicling his progress and threatening an
imminent attack are posted to the internet, intensifying the hysteria gripping the United States. ISIS recruits a Mexican
drug cartel to smuggle the bioweapon across the border, but it’s really just a diversion. The terrorist organization needs
to keep Mitch Rapp and Irene Kennedy distracted long enough to weaponize a deadly virus that they stumbled upon in
Yemen. If they succeed, they’ll trigger a pandemic that could rewrite the world order. Rapp embarks on a mission to
infiltrate the Mexican cartels and track down the ISIS leader who he failed to kill during their last confrontation. But with
Washington’s political elite increasingly lined up against him, he knows he’ll be on his own. Another stellar and whiteknuckled page-turner, Lethal Agent proves that “Mitch Rapp is the hero we need, maybe now more than ever” (The Real
Book Spy).
Having led a prestigious military and intelligence career, Hank Casey, a protg of counter-terrorism operative Mitch Rapp,
struggles with the ethics and challenges of his job when the government inexplicably turns against him. By the author of
Act of Treason. 750,000 first printing.
In this free collection of excerpts, enjoy a taste of all of Vince Flynn’s thrillers starring CIA superagent Mitch Rapp.
#1 New York Times bestselling author of American Assassin—now a major motion picture Taking America back...one
politician at a time TERM LIMITS In one bloody night, three of Washington's most powerful politicians are executed with
surgical precision. Their assassins then deliver a shocking ultimatum to the American government: set aside partisan
politics and restore power to the people. No one, they warn, is out of their reach -- not even the president. A joint FBI-CIA
task force reveals the killers are elite military commandos, but no one knows exactly who they are or when they will strike
next. Only Michael O'Rourke, a former U.S. Marine and freshman congressman, holds a clue to the violence: a haunting
incident in his own past with explosive implications for his country's future.... "Ingenious....Outpaces anything recently
published, including Baldacci and Clancy." -- Florida Times-Union Includes an excerpt from Memorial Day, Vince Flynn's
electrifying new hardcover
Librarians who work with readers will find this well-loved guide to be a treasure trove of information. With descriptive
annotations of thousands of genre titles mapped by genre and subgenre, this is the readers' advisor's go-to reference. •
Helps librarians answer the challenging question "What should I read next?" • Helps LIS students understand popular
genres and better select books for which readers are looking • Serves as a starting point for library patrons looking for
their next read
For the first time in eBook from the UK, the box set of three Vince Flynn titles Transfer of Power The White House is
under attack and CIA counterterrorism operative Mitch Rapp struggles to save lives. The Third Option Dr Irene Kennedy
is named the successor to dying CIA Director Thomas Stansfield, and many insiders are not happy. Mitch Rapp is under
threat and will stop at nothing to discover who set him up. Term Limits A group of highly trained killers is unleashed in
Washington, brutally murdering three of the most unscrupulous politicians. The ultimate democratic ideal - a government
of the people - is taken to a devastating extreme. PRAISE FOR VINCE FLYNN: 'Sizzles with inside information and CIA
secrets.' Dan Brown 'Flynn perfectly measures all the ingredients for a fast and furious read.' Publishers Weekly 'A
cracking, uncompromising yarn that literally takes no prisoners' The Times Vince Flynn clearly has one eye on Lee
Child's action thriller throne with this twist-laden story . . . instantly gripping' Shortlist
CIA operative Mitch Rapp investigates an attack on a team of Navy SEALs in the Philippines, searches for a possible
State Department traitor, and fights to stop a Middle Eastern assassin out to ignite World War III.
The new pulse-pounding thriller from the New York Times No. 1 bestselling phenomenon. A hero can't always be good . . . Joe
Rickman, head of clandestine operations in the Middle East, has been kidnapped, and with him top secret CIA information that
could prove disastrous in the wrong hands. Mitch Rapp must find Rickman at all costs. But something doesn't add up and he soon
suspects something even more sinister is afoot. With elements inside his own government working against him, Rapp will have to
make to make a tough call between playing the hero and playing nice. Or will he be stopped dead before he can succeed? Praise
for Vince Flynn: 'Sizzles with inside information and CIA secrets' Dan Brown 'Flynn perfectly measures all the ingredients for a fast
and furious read' Publishers Weekly 'A cracking, uncompromising yarn that literally takes no prisoners' The Times Vince Flynn
clearly has one eye on Lee Child's action thriller throne with this twist-laden story. . . instantly gripping' Shortlist
The #1 New York Times bestselling author of American Assassin—now a major motion picture—delivers “first-class political intrigue
from a master storyteller” (Booklist) in this electrifying Mitch Rapp thriller. The confirmation of Dr. Irene Kennedy as the CIA’s new
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director explodes into chaos when it becomes clear there is a deadly inside plot to destroy her and prematurely end her term.
Meanwhile, as a dangerous world leader gains power in the nuclear arms race, Israel forces the president’s hand with a chilling
ultimatum. With the specter of World War III looming, the president calls on top counterterrorism operative Mitch Rapp, who scours
the alleys of Baghdad and the avenues of Washington for America’s enemies. But with only two weeks to take out the nukes,
Rapp is up against a ticking clock and impossible odds in this “sharply plotted thriller” (Publishers Weekly).
Having earned numerous enemies in his more than fifteen years on the front lines of the war on terror, CIA operative Mitch Rapp is
targeted by the influential father of a terrorist who is demanding retribution for his son's death. Reprint.
BOOKS: The Quick and Easy Way to Select the Best will guide you to the "Best" books published during the first three years of the
21st century. Titles were drawn from: bestseller lists published by the traditional media, "top sellers" from major online booksellers,
award-winning books, books recommended by book clubs and books recommended by national television/radio personalities.
Designed for adult readers, many titles would also be suitable reading for high school and middle school students.BOOKS has
three sections. Sections I and II include bestsellers cited in print and electronic sources. Section III focuses on other useful
sources that will help you find "Best" books: Book and Media Vendors Online, Television/Radio Programs, Book Awards and Book
Clubs. Equipped with BOOKS you can go to your local bookstore, library, retail store or online with specific titles in mind. The
choices you make will suit your interests and needs; the time you save will be yours. Number of bestsellers cited-635 Number of
fiction bestsellers-363 Number of nonfiction bestsellers-272 Mysteries-the most populated fiction category-101 U.S. Government,
politics-the most populated nonfiction category-34
THE NUMBER ONE NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER FROM THE AUTHOR OF AMERICAN ASSASSIN With Iran on the brink
of developing a nuclear weapon, Israel is forced to react. In a daring raid, Israel destroys Iran's main nuclear facility, creating a
radioactive tomb and an environmental disaster. An outraged United Nations condemns the attacks while Iran swears vengeance
against Israel and her chief backer: the USA. Enter Lebanese master terrorist Imad Mukhtar, who has spent the past decade
picking his targets and preparing his cells for this exact moment. All he needs to launch his strike against America is approval from
Iran's Supreme Council. With the US on high alert, the President calls on the one man ruthless enough to counter the fanatical
terrorist: Mitch Rapp, America's terrorist hunter and one-man wrecking crew. Rapp tracks Mukhtar across Europe to America,
where they are pitted against each other. But only one of them can survive . . . Praise for the Mitch Rapp series 'Sizzles with inside
information and CIA secrets' Dan Brown 'A cracking, uncompromising yarn that literally takes no prisoners' The Times 'Vince Flynn
clearly has one eye on Lee Child's action thriller throne with this twist-laden story. . . instantly gripping' Shortlist 'Action-packed, inyour-face, adrenalin-pumped super-hero macho escapist fiction that does exactly what it says on the label' Irish Independent
'Mitch Rapp is a great character who always leaves the bad guys either very sorry for themselves or very dead' Guardian 'Vince
Flynn is Tom Clancy on speed. He grabs you by the scruff of the neck on page 1 and doesn't let you go until the end'Stephen
Leather
Top secret data has been stolen from the CIA, and the only man who knows its hiding place is dead. CIA operative Mitch Rapp
must race to find the classified information in this blistering novel that picks up whereThe Last Man left off in Vince Flynn's New
York Times bestselling series. Joseph “Rick” Rickman, former boy wonder at the CIA, stole a massive amount of top secret and
hugely compromising intel concerning classified operations all over the world, offering it (and himself) to the Pakistani secret
forces. Only his plans went awry when CIA director Irene Kennedy sent Mitch Rapp to hunt him down. It turns out that killing
Rickman didn't solve anything—in fact, the nightmare is only intensifying. Rickman stored the potentially devastating data (CIA
assets, operatives, agents) somewhere only he knew, and somehow, from beyond the grave, he still poses a mortal threat to
America. Now it's a deadly race as both the Pakistanis and the Americans search for Rickman's accomplices and the information
they are slowly leaking to the world. Will Rapp outrun and outthink his enemies, or will the Pakistanis find it first and hold America
hostage to their dream of becoming the world's new nuclear superpower?
For ten years Mitch Rapp has fought on the frontline of the War on Terror. His bold actions have saved the lives of thousands -but in the process his list of enemies has grown inexorably. There are even those within his own government who would like to see
him eliminated. Thousands of miles away, the influential father of a dead terrorist demands retribution for the death of his son. He
wants Rapp dead -- and his hate-filled plea has found sympathetic ears. In the tangled, duplicitous world of espionage, there are
those, even among America's allies, who feel Rapp has grown too effective. They've been looking for an excuse to eliminate
America's No 1 counterterrorism operative -- and they've decided to seize the chance. The Hunter has become the Hunted. A
tragedy of unimaginable proportions is about to befall Mitch Rapp -- and he must use all his cunning, skill and ruthless
determination to stay alive and seek vengeance against the traitor who would bring him down.
Read Sarah's beloved first two novels together! Explore the relationship between twin sisters who uncover a surprising family
secret in The Opposite of Me and discover how a near-death experience completely remakes a marriage in Skipping a Beat.
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